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ABSTRACT

Signal Subspace (SS) based speech enhancement techniques ob-

tain signi�cant additive-noise reduction by altering the singular

value spectrum of the speech observation matrix.

Among the class of di�erent possible SS weighting strategies,
the Minimum Variance (MV) estimation method substantially

increases the speech recognition accuracy in additive noise envi-

ronments, outperforming the widely used Spectral Subtraction

methods.

However, these SS approaches are developed as pure speech en-

hancement techniques, and it is still unknown how e�ective they

are for noise robust speech recognition.

In this respect, we present the idea of `optimal SS weighting' for
speech recognition systems, and we illustrate in detail that the

MV estimation closely approximates this optimum.

We applied the SS weighting methods to a LV-CSR task with

noisy data (10 dB SNR), and obtained relative reductions in

Word Error Rate of more than 60%.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the increase in computing power and the advances in

speech processing, current automatic speech recognizers (ASR)

have attained a high level of accuracy. Large vocabulary con-

tinuous speech can uently be transcribed with WERs of less

than 10% as long as high quality speech can be assured.

As soon as the input speech signal is corrupted by disturbing

sources, severe performance degradation can occur, due to the

mismatch between training (laboratory) and operating (test)

conditions. If no noise compensation technique is applied, many

speech recognizers become completely useless in realistic oper-

ating conditions.

Many noise compensation techniques exist, and are mostly based

on one of the following strategies [3] :

� match the training and test conditions by enhancing the

input speech (speech enhancement techniques)

� make the recognizer a noise-independent system by deriv-

ing noise resistant features in the preprocessing (in this
case the noise is not necessarily removed)

� adapt the acoustic models to the noise characteristics from
the input speech (model compensation techniques)

However, many of the existing techniques for enhanced robust-

ness still su�er from the need to accurately model the noise con-

ditions, from erroneous noise estimation, from signal distortion

(e.g. musical noise), from time consuming retraining, . . .

Recently, robust speech recognition in additive noise environ-

ments has been achieved with Signal Subspace (SS) based ap-

proaches. These techniques { previously successfully applied
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to signal enhancement problems [7] { aim at removing addi-

tive noise by altering the singular value spectrum of the noisy-

signal observation matrix. Low energetic, noise related SVD-

components receive a low weight whereas high energetic compo-

nents are supposed to contain almost only pure signal and are

given the highest weights.

Hansen et al. [4] discussed several estimation criteria (Least

Squares, Minimum Variance, Time Domain Constrained, Spec-

tral Domain Constrained) with their corresponding weighting

schemes that yield e�ective noise reduction for speech enhance-

ment purposes. Huang and Zhao [6] reported remarkable speech
recognition improvements with a modi�ed Minimum Variance

based SS estimation approach. In [5] the SS based methods

were reported to outperform the well-known (Nonlinear) Spec-

tral Subtraction method [1].

In this paper, we give the basics of SS weighting theory, with
their most important estimation criteria. We then introduce the

concept of `optimal' SS weighting in terms of maximal recogni-

tion accuracy. This concept is used to study the performance of

the MV SS estimation method. It is found that this method can

be considered a near optimal weighting procedure if applied to

improve the accuracy of LV-CSR in additive noise environments.

2. THEORY OF SS WEIGHTING

Signal Subspace based speech enhancement algorithms are based

on the assumption that the vector space of the noisy input sig-

nal can be split in mutually orthogonal noise and signal+noise

subspaces.

The spectral components in the noise subspace are suppressed

(or removed completely). From the remaining signal+noise
subspace, one can estimate the clean signal by changing the

weight of the spectral components such that the noise is �ltered

out.

2.1. Algorithm

The noisy input signal y consists of the desired signal x and the

noise n ; both components are considered additive :

y(k) = x(k) + n(k) (1)

The SS based noise reduction operates on a frame-by-frame ba-

sis. Consider a frame with T samples : y(k); k = 0 : : : (T � 1).
Noise removal is then obtained as follows :

Constructing the Hankel matrix First construct a Hankel

matrix Y :

Y =

2
64

y(0) y(1) : : : y(M � 1)

y(1) y(2) : : : y(M)
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with dimensionsK�M (K �M), andM+K = T+1. According

to the assumption of additive noise, we can write Y as :

Y = X +N (3)

SVD calculation Calculate the SVD of Y :

Y = U�V T (4)

Altering the singular value spectrum The largest singu-

lar components capture almost only signal information whereas

the smallest ones contain almost only noise. By adapting the

weights of the di�erent singular components, noise reduction is
achieved :

X̂ = U (W�)V T (5)

with W a diagonal matrix containing the weights.

Restoring the Hankel structure Matrix X̂ is not Han-

kel anymore ; an easy extraction of the improved signal x̂ =

x̂(0); x̂(1); : : : ; x̂(T�1) is impossible. However, the Hankel struc-

ture can be restored by constructing a new matrixX where every
element from an anti-diagonal of X̂ is replaced by the average

value along that anti-diagonal.

2.2. FIR-�lter Representation

The overall procedure of altering the singular value spectrum is
equivalent to a FIR-�ltering operation on the noisy signal y(k).

In fact, the spectrum of y(k) is decomposed intoM components,

from which the weight is changed according to some estimation

criterion.

3. SS ESTIMATION METHODS

Di�erent SS estimation criteria can be used, each with a corre-

sponding weighting matrix W .

It is assumed that the clean signal and the noise are uncorrelated

X
T
N = 0 (6)

and that the noise is white1

N
T
N = �

2
noiseI (7)

3.1. Least Squares (LS)

Assume that x consists of p complex exponentials (this is a
model that is often attributed to speech), such that X is of

rank p. The Least Squares estimate of X is then the matrix of

rank p that is closest { in LS sense { to Y

jjX̂LS;p � Y jj minimal (8)

This LS estimate is obtained by setting the M � p smallest

eigenvalues of Y to zero,

X̂LS;p =
�
Up UM�p

� h �p 0

0 0

i�
V T
p

V
T
M�p

�
= Up�pV

T
p

(9)

with �p containing the p largest singular values, and X̂LS;p the
best rank-p approximation of Y .

Discussion Among the di�erent weighting methods, the LS es-

timate contains the highest possible residual noise level, namely

(p=M)�noise (only the noise from the noise subspace is �ltered

1If the noise is not white, prewhitening and dewhitening steps

should be included [7]. In fact, for the LS estimation, the assump-

tion of white noise is not necessary.

out), but has the lowest signal distortion (the signal+noise sub-

space is untouched).

The Least Squares estimation has a major drawback. It re-

sults in selecting some singular components, and suppressing the

other components (binary approach). This often causes gaps to

occur in the frequency spectrum of x̂ and results in disappoint-

ing recognition results.

3.2. Minimum Variance (MV)

The Minimum Variance method gives the optimal linear esti-

mate of X. More precisely, it �nds the M �M matrix H that

minimizes

jj Y H|{z}
X̂MV

�Xjj (10)

Matrix theory states that the MV estimate X̂MV of X is the
orthogonal projection of X onto the column space of Y .

It can be proven [7] that X̂MV is found by multiplying the

singular values �i of Y by

wi = 1�
�2
noise

�2
i

(11)

where �2
noise

is estimated based on speechless frames.

The weighting matrix W becomes

W = diag

�
1�

�2
noise

�2
1

; : : : ; 1�
�2
noise

�2
M

�
(12)

Discussion A detailed analysis of this interesting estimation

method will be given in section 4.

3.3. Time/Spectral Domain Constrained

The Time Domain Constrained (TDC) and Spectral Domain

Constrained (SDC) estimators keep the residual noise power

below an adjustable threshold with minimized signal distortion.

Both methods are rather robust against erroneous estimation

of the noise threshold �noise. Speech recognition results were

rather poor ; this could be due to the substantial level of resid-

ual noise in the enhanced speech.
The weighting functions for TDC and SDC estimation can be

found in [4].

4. ANALYSIS OF THE MV METHOD

4.1. Motivation

Signal Subspace based estimation techniques, such as the MV

approach, are designed in the framework of speech enhancement.

Hence, these techniques are mostly evaluated according to the

obtained increase in SNR and/or the improvement in perceptual
speech quality.

However, in this paper we are concerned with optimal speech

recognition accuracy. In this case, a particular SS weighting

method can be considered optimal (within the class of all possi-

ble weighting matricesW ) provided that it enhances the speech
signal in such a way that the highest possible increase in recog-

nition accuracy is obtained.

Of course, signal quality and recognition accuracy are related,

in that a high SNR will normally result in good recognition and

vice-versa. But, ASR systems are very sensitive to a mismatch
between the training and test conditions. Speech enhancement

techniques must not destroy information that is extracted into



the acoustic parameters and essentially needed in the decod-

ing process for optimal discriminativity between the di�erent
sounds in the phoneme set. This is for instance why the LS es-

timate, that often destroys the formant structure of speech (by

removing some spectral components) leads to very poor results.

Before we analyze the MV approach, we �rst describe the main

aspects of our experimental scheme.

4.2. Experimental Scheme

Experiments were carried out on the Resource Management task

(feb89 test set : continuous speech, 1 K words, Word Pair gram-

mar, Context-Independent models) with the ESAT-speech rec-

ognizer. For a description of the ESAT-speech recognizer, the

reader is referred to [2].

The SS weighting scheme precedes the normal MEL-cepstrum

preprocessing. The frame-length and the order of the Hankel

matrix are two important parameters that have to be optimized.

Frame Length The SS noise removal can be seen as an adaptive

�ltering (with constant �lter characteristics during one frame).

Hence, the shorter the frame length, the faster the adaptation to

changing noise characteristics. Via the relation between T and

the matrix dimensions K and M (T = M +K � 1), a minimal

value for T can be derived (see below).

A frame-length of 30 msec (480 samples at 16 kHz sampling

rate) is a good compromise.

Order M The orderM of the Hankel matrix is not very critical

in the case of MV [7]. It must not be smaller than the order

(=p) of the speech observation matrix and should not be too

large to avoid excessive computation times.
During experiments, an order M = 8 was found to be optimal.

Recognition results A noisy database was created by adding

additive white noise at 10 dB global SNR to the clean RM-data.

The Word Error Rate (WER) for the clean dataset is 4.88%,

and 57.17% for the noisy dataset.

Noise reduction with the Minimum Variance estimation method
reduces the WER to 17.96%.

4.3. The Copy Spectrum Method

The reduction in WER obtained by the MV estimator is signi�-

cant, but the optimum result is still far away, 17:96%$ 4:88%.

It is interesting to have a kind of upper bound that can be

reached by the SS weighting methods.

Consider the Hankel matrices X and Y , constructed from the

clean signal x and the noisy signal y = x+ n, respectively. We

calculated the SVD of X and Y

X = U�V T (13)

Y = ~U ~�~V T (14)

The singular value spectrum of Y is strongly related to that of

X. In fact, ~� is { under the assumptions stated in eq. (6) and

(7) { a noise-perturbated version of �.

Each SS method will calculate an estimate X̂ of X by altering

the singular value spectrum of Y with a (estimation-method

dependent) weight matrix W :

X̂ = Û(W ~�) ~V T (15)

As an experiment, we consider the case that we know the singu-

lar value spectrum � of X, and we use it to make an `optimal'2

2In fact, it is not proven that no other weighting scheme can

yield better recognition accuracy.

estimate of X by copying this known spectrum into the SVD of

Y :
X̂opt = ~U�~V T (16)

We applied this copy spectrum strategy on the testset (remem-

ber that we have both noisy and clean data), and obtained a

WER of 13.32%, which is indeed better than the 17.96% WER

for the MV method. The di�erence (17.96 - 13.32) is however

smaller than one may expect. This is in favor of the MV method

that we already found to be very powerful [5].

4.4. Visualization of the Weighting Factors

From the di�erence in recognition accuracy between the opti-

mal weighting (copy spectrum) and the MV weighting method,
we learn that there must be a di�erence in the corresponding

weighting factors too. But, how and how much do they di�er ?

From the test database, we select a clean sentence and its noise

corrupted version (10 dB global SNR).
From all frames of these sentences, we calculate the clean sin-

gular values �i and the noisy ones ~�i. From the noisy sentence,

we extract the noise threshold �2
noise

which has the same value

in every frame (stationary noise).

We now have a pool of matched pairs (�i; ~�i), for which the
optimal weights wopt

wopt = �i=~�i (17)

and the MV weights wMV

wMV = 1�
�2
noise

~�2
i

(18)

for ~�i can be calculated.

These weights are plotted in �gure 1 as a function of
�noise
~�i

.
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Figure 1: Optimal weighting factors (dots), MV weighting

(solid) and �tted MV weighting (dashed) as function of
�noise
~�i

.

We notice the following :

Negative weights If XT
N = 0 (eq. 6) and N

T
N = �

2
noise

I

(eq. 7), it can be proven that ~�i � �noise for all ~�i. In practice
these conditions are not always ful�lled, such that a number of

~�i < �noise which leads to negative MV weights. This could be

avoided by working with

wMV = max

�
0 ; 1�

�
2
noise

~�2
i

�
(19)

Recognition experiments pointed out that this is not a good

idea (higher WER). We think that the zero weights introduce



too much signal distortion (e.g. formant destruction as we re-

ported for the LS estimation). A better idea is to replace the 0
in eq. 19 by a threshold Æ.

Under�tting There is no overlap between the MV weights and

the optimal weights. The MV weights are rather located under

the cloud of optimal weights, such that the singular compo-

nents are more suppressed by the MV method than seems to be
necessary. In fact, we notice that almost no weights are overes-

timated. This may indicate that it is a good strategy to slightly

overestimate the noise level in order to obtain suÆcient noise

reduction.

Distribution For the majority of the noisy singular values holds
that

�noise
~�i

� 1. Consequently, a proper determination of the

weights for the ~�i's in this region is critical to obtain a good

speech enhancement.

4.5. Fitting of the MV Weights

It is possible to verify the importance of under�tting by gener-

alizing the MV weighting into

wMVfit
= 1� �

�
�noise

~�i

�
(20)

The parameters � and  are found by �tting the wopt's with the

curve wMVfit
in LS sense3. For the data in �gure 1, we �nd

� = 0:74 and  = 2:21. The resulting MV�t weighting curve is

plotted in �gure 1 as a dashed line4.

We performed the same MV �tting procedure on each of the 300

sentences in the RM dataset. The values of � and  are given in

�gure 2. The mean values are indicated by the dashed lines. We
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Figure 2: � and  for the 300 sentences in the RM dataset.

notice that � and  vary from sentence to sentence but that their

mean values clearly di�er from their standard MV counterparts,

namely � = 1 and  = 2.

Informal listening tests pointed out that the residual noise is
clearly audible. This is due to the presence of weights wi that

were overestimated, especially in the region ~�i � �noise.

A recognition experiment with this �tted MV weighting method

yields a WER of 28.15% which is { as could be expected {

signi�cantly worse than the WER of 17.96% obtained with the
standard MV method.

3This problem transforms into a simple linear LS �t in the log-log

domain.
4Note that the �t is best for ~�i � �noise since the majority of the

points are located there. Since noise reduction is mainly achieved

in this region, we did not want to equalize the importance of the

range of ~�i.

4.6. Experimental Fitting of � and 

The recognition experiments with the generalized MV method

seem to con�rm our expectation that the standard MV estima-

tion can be considered to be a near optimal SS based estimation

algorithm for robust speech recognition.

We did an additional check by experimentally adjusting � and
 to reach a maximal recognition accuracy. After a series of

recognition experiments we found (�; ) = (0:98; 1:40) to give

the lowest WER, namely 16.32%.

This result is not signi�cantly better than the reference WER

of 17.96%, such that we can conclude that the standard MV

method is indeed near optimal.

5. CONCLUSION

Signal Subspace based speech enhancement techniques can be

applied as a powerful tool to enhance the robustness of speech

recognizers in additive noise conditions.

All existing noise estimation criteria essentially obtain noise re-

duction by altering the singular value spectrum of the signal
observation matrix. We studied in detail the most e�ective vari-

ant, namely the Minimum Variance (MV) estimator.

We compared this MV approach with our 'optimal' weighting

scheme, that was trained with known matched pairs of clean

and noisy singular spectra. We conclude that, for robust noise

recognition, the MV based weighting can be considered as near-

optimal in the class of SS weighting methods.

When combined with an accurate speech-noise classi�er and a
prewhitening step, the basic SS based algorithms are able to

remove non-stationary colored additive noise.
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